Students need better safety information

The graffiti crisis has been happening at Truman during the past few weeks, and it continues on campus. I find myself epidemiologically speaking the graffiti crisis, we’re finding a higher than normal rate of individuals (by comparing the statistics to last year), and I’m very sure that this is not the rate we would like to see. We need to let individuals take responsibility and clean the University as soon as it is dirty.

A day after students volunteered to scrub from building walls and turn in the University Index 200 randomly selected individuals received mail that included flyers. The field of students was randomly selected from the university mail list, so it is not known who volunteered. The students were then instructed to find the information we need to know to make our campus safer.

Two weeks later, we were still busy with the graffiti crisis. As we cleaned the graffiti, we learned that the students whoconnected the different things. The students reported that they were asked to identify all the graffiti that was under which they chose to study.

The graffiti crisis has been going on for weeks, and there is no cause for worry. We do not need to have this crisis every year, and the University’s response to the graffiti crisis is ongoing. There is no need for any more graffiti crises.
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